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ABSTRACT
research is surveyed on interfaces which aid the computer user

The results of this review revealed that state-of-the-art knowledge in the design of these
aiding interfaces is lacking. Designers of aiding interfaces are only provided qualitative design
principles such as make the online help task oriented. As a result, many online aiding dialogues
fall far short of the ultimate goal of helping users with their current problems, while also
supporting continued skill acquisition at the computer interface. To address this problem, a
task-analytic approach is presented which is based on the GOMS model (Card, Moran, & Newell,
1983) of human-computer interaction. This theoretical approach allows online aiding
dialogues to be specified using the goals, operators, methods, and selection rules of the
computer interface. In addition, a fully specified GOMS model provides an opportunity for
usability problems to be identified analytically so that aiding dialogues can be implemented
effectively based on quantitative predictions of performance time, learning time, and user
memory load. Finally, this theory allows assistance and instructional dialogues to be simulated
to predict any improvements due to online aiding without extensive user testing.
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CURRENT PROBLEMS IN ONLINE AIDING
This report centers on the design of interfaces that aid the user in computer-based tasks.
The goal of these aiding dialogues is to provide details on the procedures for operating the
interface which may be unknown to the user.

The claim made in this report is that current

dialogues for aiding the user of a computer interface are lacking due to fundamental problems
with the theories and methods used in the design of these human-computer interfaces.

Ultimately, the objective of an aiding dialogue is to improve both current and long-term
user performance with the computer interface. This is an ambitious goal which has not been
4realized

in any aiding application to date. For the most part, aiding interfaces either attempt to
support current user performance (i.e., online assistance) or to facilitate long-term user
performance and understanding (i.e., online instruction) of a computer-based task (Elkerton &
Williges, in press).

Although challenging, this goal poses an interesting theoretical question

which centers on the possible tradeoff between skill acquisition and performance.

More

practically, this goal is important since computer users are faced repeatedly with the dilemma
of learning additional interface procedures while still trying to complete their current task
efficiently.

A variety of aiding dialogues have been developed and tested in the form of online assistance
(e.g., help interfaces) and online instruction (e.g., tutorials).

Yet, despite this research, little

is known about how an online aiding dialogue can be constructed systematically to improve user
performance. In fact, it is not uncommon for online aids to increase the time a user requires to
0solve

a problem (Czaja, Hammond, Blascovich, & Swede, 1986; Dunsmore, 1980; Elkerton &
Williges, 1984b; Relies, 1979).

This report will illustrate these research limitations and

will introduce a theoretical approach to construct aiding dialogues which can assist users with
their current computer-based task while also fostering continued skill development with the

Icomputer

interface.

2
F.-

G,

r r

Before reviewing the research literature in detail,

some of the global reasons why

aiding dialogues may be difficult to implement should be stated. One of the most

,Isuccessful

important reasons is that online assistance or instruction is not focused on the user's tasks and
goals.

Online help, for instance, often is nothing more than an electronic version of a hard-

copy manual referencing only the commands and functions of the computer interface. Although
potentially useful for skilled users, these online manuals may be completely ineffective for
other less skilled or infrequent users

who need detailed information on how to operate the

L'.mputer interface in a specific task. Indeed, Carroll and Mack (1984) have shown that users
are active learners who "learn by doing" a computer-based task rather than passively reading
documentation or following training materials.

Given this task-oriented nature of users, it is

not surprising that representative aiding interfaces such as online tutorials may be difficult to
use (Carroll & Mazur, 1986).

The second reason for difficulties in developing aiding interfaces may stem from current
practices in software interface design.

State-of-the-art design processes for aiding interfaces

(AI-Awar, Chapanis, & Ford, 1981), and user interfaces in general (Williges, Williges, &
Elkerton, 1987),

use iterative design techniques with extensive user testing.

These design

techniques are time consuming and costly since empirical data must be collected from interface
Consequently, iterative design procedures for developing aiding interfaces may be
users.
limited since usability problems that are to be solved with online aiding cannot be identified
systematically until after the user interface is fully implemented. Thus, even with iterative
•.t
'

development and user testing, the success of the aiding interface is not assured (Carroll &
Mazur, 1986).

Finally, one of the basic reasons for poor aiding interfaces is that online aiding is not viewed
as an integral part of interface design (Kearsley, 1985).

3

6.

Rather, online user assistance and

instruction is thought of as a remedy for poor interface design. This is probably the result of
the philosophical underpinnings of human factors which places emphasis on fitting the interface

I

to the user and the related lack of systematic procedures for designing interfaces to aid the user.
Nevertheless, computer interfaces to complex systems demand both an elegant user interface
and aiding dialogues to support an unskilled or infrequent user on complicated and demanding
tasks. The practical need for online aiding is so strong that at least one human factors text
(Bailey, 1982) promotes facilitator design in systems development as a technique to design
support materials for the user interface.

Although a useful reference,

Bailey (1982) does not

provide much detail on the procedures for providing support materials online. This report will
demonstrate that further research is needed for theories and methods to include online aiding in
the interface design process and to complement current procedures for offline user support
(e.g., documentation and training).

A SUMMARY OF PROTOTYPICAL ONLINE AIDING DIALOGUES
The scientific literature surrounding online aiding in human-computer interfaces is broad

:

and continues to expand to include applications such as decision aids, expert systems, natural
language interfaces, and intelligent tutoring.

Despite this research, fundamental questions on

the design of these aiding interfaces for human use remain unanswered. To illustrate these
limitations, this summary will review the research on online help and computer-supported
interface training since these prototypical interfaces demonstrate two general approaches for
aiding computer users:

aiding through online assistance and aiding through online instruction

(Elkerton & Williges, in press).

~:approach
,i

This summary will attempt to illustrate why a theoretical

to online aiding is necessary. More comprehensive treatments of the online aiding
literature are available in Carroll and McKendree (1987) and Elkerton and Williges (in

.

:,

"press).

4

The goal of an assistance dialogue is to reduce the user's effort in accomplishing the current
computer-based task.

Typically, online documentation, procedures, prompts, and cues are

provided to support user performance.

Help systems, for example, provide the user with

additional details on possible functions and commands of the computer interface. Theoretically,
this supporting information will reduce the amount of learning, memory, and cognitive
processing required for the computer-based task resulting in a decrease in user time and
errors, and the need for user training and selection (Bailey, 1982).

Alternatively, instructional dialogues train and educate the user to increase knowledge of the
computer-based task and facilitate long-term performance.

Thus, an instructional dialogue

may sacrifice current performance to improve task comprehension.

These dialogues often

encourage the user to engage in additional exercises and practice to develop a deeper
understanding of the task.

Examples of these instructional dialogues include computer-

supported interface training (AI-Awar, et al., 1981; Carroll & Mazur, 1986), computerbased instruction (Eberts & Brock, 1984;

Robinson & Knirk, 1984), and intelligent tutoring

(Sleeman & Brown, 1982).
-I

Online Assistance Dialogues
The most widely available assistance interface is the online help system.
Shneiderman (1986), providing online help is attractive for several reasons.

As discussed by
First, the user

does not need hard-copy manuals which take up workspace and possibly divert the user's
attention from the video display and computer-based task. Second, online help documents can be
modified relatively easily.

Third, online help if designed with electronic indexes and cross-

references, can enhance the user's capability to retrieve documentation quickly. Finally, new
graphics technology in the form of diagrams and animation may aid users in understanding the
interface structure which may help users learn and remember computer-based procedures.

5

As a result of these possible benefits, there are a variety of help dialogues that have been
developed and identified by Borenstein (1985),
(1984).

Table 1 presents a

Elkerton and Williges (in press), and Houghton

brief list of these help dialogues with appropriate references.

Clearly, there is no technology shortage for presenting help information.

Unfortunately, few

behavioral investigations have been conducted on these help interfaces. And more importantly,
few studies have considered seriously how these help interfaces fit into the user's computerbased task.

*Online

manuals are good examples of problems with help interfaces.

As mentioned

previously, help interfaces are often nothing more than online versions of hard-copy manuals
with keyword or menu-based mechanisms for accessing the help documentation. However, this
alone may not be problematic. The problem with electronic help manuals is that the knowledge
represented and accessed through the help interface is inadequate for many computer-based
tasks a user faces. Most users do not want a hierarchical list showing the syntax of a command.
Few users need this detailed, fact-oriented knowledge. Instead, many computer users need to
,,*

know the methods to complete a task. Without this procedural knowledge (knowledge of how to
do things), users are left to browse through a wealth of information with little understanding of
what help topics may be useful.

Indeed, some of the initial studies which found performance

decrements with online help (Dunsmore, 1980; Relies, 1979) may have been related to the
poor procedural content of the help dialogues and the resultant searching behavior which
disrupts the computer-based task.

Similar problems with an online manual for novice users were demonstrated by Cohill and
Williges (1985).

These investigators evaluated eight types of help determined by help format

(online or hard-copy), help initiation (user or computer), and selection of help topic (user or
computer).

The study compared these help conditions to a control condition where novices
The results showed that all help conditions were

received no help in the text-editing task.

6

I
superior to the no help control group.

However, the help systems which yielded the best

performance in terms of time and errors were conditions where novices initiated and selected
help material from a hard-copy manual.

Table 1
Dialogues for Online Help
Online manuals
(Cohill & Williges, 1985; Dunsmore, 1980; Relies, 1979)
2. Minimal help texts
(Carroll, Smith-Kerker, Ford, & Mazur, 1986)
3. Keyword help
(Borenstein, 1985; Houghton, 1984; Magers, 1983)
4. Menu-based help
(Borenstein, 1985)
5. Query-in-depth
6. (Houghton, 1984)
6
Concrete and simulated examples
(Grignetti, Hausmann, & Gould, 1975; Magers, 1983)
7. Command prompting
(Mason, 1986)
8. Context-sensitive help
(Borenstein, 1985; Fenchel & Estrin, 1982; Magers, 1983)
9. Task-oriented help
(Carroll, et al., 1986; Finin, 1982; Magers, 1983)
1 0. Window-based help
(Borenstein, 1985; Orwick, Jaynes, Barstow, & Bohn, 1986;
Teitelman, 1985; Walker, 1985)
Diagrammatic help
(Sebrechts, Deck, & Black, 1983; Shneiderman, 1986)
12. Natural language help
(Borenstein, 1985; Wilensky, Arens, & Chen, 1984)
13. Intelligent online help
(Aaronson & Carroll, 1987; Fischer, Lemke, & Schwab, 1985)
1.

*

S11.

One of the conclusions drawn by Cohill and Williges (1985) was that hard-copy manuals
allowed users to browse through help information while keeping the text-editing task on the
display. Still, users should not have to browse help information since this is time that users
could spend learning the computer-based task. If the online help information is condensed into
what the user needs to operate the interface, then less time will be spent looking for

7

i
information. Less display space also will be required so that both the computer-based task and
the online help can be presented simultaneously.

Poffers

Unfortunately, this online help research

little in terms of how help content could be designed to focus on the methods for operating

the user interface.

In current online help research what is typically presented are further technical solutions
to these display problems.

For example,

large-screen, bit-mapped displays now make it

possible to display large amounts of help information with the computer-based task. Examples
of this window-based help can be found in systems described by Orwick, et al. (1986),
Teitelman (1985), and Walker (1985).

These window-based help systems may relieve the

short-term memory of the user by allowing visual comparison of the help file with the
computer-based task. Thus, the user's cognitive processing has been considered with windowbased help, but not rigorously.
open on a screen.

For example, consider the situation where five windows are

In this situation, the help window probably will have to overlap other

windows or the sizes of other windows will have to be reduced. Consequently, the user may still
not be able to see all the necessary information and may have to execute additional procedures to
manipulate these windows on the display. As Shneiderman (1986) has proposed, introducing a
help window actually may increase the cognitive load on the user.

Clearly, the methods for interacting and accessing help information is a significant problem
with user assistance and online help (Sondheimer & Relies, 1982). As an example, Borenstein
(1985) found that providing several access methods (i.e., window-based help, keyword help,
computer-initiated help, menu-based help, and context-sensitive help)

in a single interface

called ACRONYM improved the performance of expert and novice users when compared to natural
language help and a standard online manual. In fact, the only help method shown to be superior
to ACRONYM was a human tutor. Borenstein (1985), however, was unable to isolate whether

hthe

help access methods or the quality of the help text improved user performance.

8

On this very point, research conducted by Carroll, et al. (1986)

has emphasized strongly

the need for well designed help texts in the form of minimal manuals. These minimal manuals
-!

attempt to reduce the verbiage of help texts, support error recognition and recovery, and focus

:

documentation on real tasks and activities. Applying these general principles for designing help
texts has demonstrated significant improvements over standard help manuals (Black, Carroll, &
McGuigan, 1987; Carroll et. al.).

However, the specific procedures for adhering to these

guidelines for minimal manuals are not well developed and additional research is needed to
develop theory-based methods for constructing the substantive content of online help texts.

.

As a further example of current research limitations with online help, consider the study
conducted by Magers (1983) on the effectiveness of a variety of help methods. A current help
interface in this study was enhanced by:

(1) introducing a help key, (2) providing more

examples and a more concrete help text, (3) making the help more task-oriented, (4)
providing command synonyms and context sensitive help,
methods in error messages,

(5) suggesting specific correction

(6) allowing several methods for formulating help requests, (7)

minimizing the length of help, and (8) introducing feedback to confirm legal commands.

£performance

and attitudes toward this enhanced help interface improved significantly.

help interfaces can be improved.

User
Thus,

However, this study failed to determine which help method

had the largest impact on performance.

Beyond this literature,
online help systems.

,

very little additional research exists on the behavioral efficacy of
Dominating the literature are technical approaches to provide

sophisticated help interfaces to users. Examples of these efforts are the context-sensitive help
interfaces developed by Fenchel and Estrin (1982), adaptive command-prompting interfaces
N(Mason,

I'

1986), help systems that provide concrete simulations relevant to the user's task
(Grignetti, et al., 1975), help interfaces with natural language front-ends (Wilensky, et al.,
-s

.

9

1984), and knowledge-based approaches to provide more intelligent online help
al., 1985).

These technical efforts explore the feasibility of new help interfaces.

(Fischer, et
However,

few if any of these efforts focus on the user's needs for online assistance.

Addressing these user needs, Aaronson and Carroll (1987) have observed and analyzed the
dialogues between a user and human consultant to determine what inquiries and responses will
be required with more intelligent online help.

In

studying the verbal protocols of one-time

-.
0

consultations through computer mail, these investigators identified several strategies which

d

may be useful in future help systems. These strategies included: making explicit assumptions
about user goals, providing alternative solutions, assuming an interface configuration, avoiding

,.

the problem, and pointing to reference sources. Although a useful and creative technique for
determining requirements for intelligent online help, the analysis of verbal protocols (not
unlike other data analysis techniques) is time consuming and requires considerable skill on the
part of the analyst.

In addition, as will be illustrated later in the report, at least two of the

consultations would be expected from a theoretical analysis (making assumptions about goals,
and providing alternative solutions, i.e., methods for operating the user interface). These types
of observational approaches should be augmented with more theoretical methods to focus data
analysis and to assure that empirical data are interpreted appropriately.

Table 2 summarizes the research on online help. Based on this review, help interfaces can
-

be designed to improve user performance. However, the help content and dialogues that actually
contribute to this improvement are relatively unknown. Thus, it is not surprising that some of
the investigations illustrate disruptive effects associated with online help since there is a lack

*

of detailed procedures for developing the help interface with only qualitative principles (e.g.,
make the help more task oriented) to guide the designer. As result, the development of the help
interface must often proceed without any knowledge of the improvements in usability that will
result from the aiding dialogue. Without this, designers will be forced to adopt a technology10

driven approach for help interfaces which may or may not fit the needs of the user. What is
needed is an understanding of the interface methods that the user needs to extract from online
help and how this procedural information can be conveyed by the aiding dialogue without
disrupting the computer-based task. Moreover, this method-based information should be in the
form that designers can use with a minimum of time-consuming user testing.
Table 2
Summary of the Research on Online Help

-'

1. Behavioral investigations are limited considering that online help is a major component of
many user interfaces.
2. Online help can be improved, however, a few investigations have illustrated the potential
for the disruptive effects of online help.
3. What little research has been done has generated qualitative principles for online help, but
has not identified clear procedures for developing and predicting the possible improvements
with help interfaces.
4. Currently, the primary focus is on the computing technology for developing new help
interfaces.
5. Little attention is paid to the method-based content required by the user of the help
interface.
6. Research and design of help interfaces, at this point, is tied to extensive user testing.

Online Instructional Dialogues
In contrast to the limited behavioral research on online help and user assistance dialogues,
instructional dialogues have a larger research base ranging from computer-based instruction
(CBI) to intelligent tutoring (IT).

However, no attempt will be made to summarize the vast

literature surrounding CBI or IT.

Rather, the emergent area of computer-supported interface

.

training will be addressed since this research focuses on users acquiring interface skills. Table

*

3 lists some of these dialogues for interface training and appropriate references.
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The most common example of computer-supported interface training is the online tutorial.
These programs attempt to provide general purpose instruction and practice on interface
procedures.

To accomplish this,

tutorials typically provide some relatively simple tasks that

users can practice at the interface.

As an example, AI-Awar, et al. (1981) using iterative

design methods have developed and evaluated
computer terminal.

tutorials for acquainting

new users with a

The online tutorials allowed users to focus directly on the keyboard and

display without switching their attention to an instructional manual.

In addition, low-level

interaction skills which could transfer to other interface tasks (e.g., using specific keys) were
emphasized in these tutorials.

Thus, tutorials may help in the acquisition of fact-related

information and basic procedural skills by focusing on specific interface operations (finding and
pressing keys) as opposed to more general interface methods (determining the correct sequence
of operations to accomplish a task).
Table 3
Dialogues for Computer-Supported Interface Training

---------------------------------------------------------------------

q&

1. Online tutorials
(AI-Awar, et al., 1981; Carroll & Mazur, 1986; Czaja, et al., 1986)
2. Guided exploration and problem solving
(Carroll, Mack, Lewis, Grischkowski, & Robertson, 1985; Charney
Reder, 1986)
3. Training wheels interfaces
(Carroll & Carrithers, 1984; Catrambone & Carroll, 1987)
4. Scenario machines
(Carroll & Kay, 1985)
5. Command-selection aids
(Elkerton & Williges 1984b; 1987)
-----------------------------------------------------------------In fact, a study by Czaja, et al. (1986) has demonstrated that traditional tutorials can be
limited in their capability to train procedural skills beyond simple operations.

12
-V%

These

investigators looked at three possible training strategies for a word-processing program
(Wordstar) which included online tutorial training, document-based training, and instructor-

Pbased training.

The study found that users of online tutorials performed much worse on the

transfer tasks than users who received document and instructor-based training.

k

The users of

online tutorials accomplished fewer transfer tasks, took more time, and committed more
errors.

Interestingly, the errors committed by these tutorial users on the word-processing

tasks indicated that they were not familiar with editing procedures such as inserting, deleting
or rearranging text. Tutorials were not effective in helping users learn procedures which are
necessary for actual word-processing tasks.
I..,

Why might traditional tutorials be limited in teaching general interface methods? It may be
that interface methods are not simply sequences of keystrokes, but a set of actions to accomplish
a user's task.

Since traditional tutorials provide the materials and tasks for the user to

practice, they fail to integrate the interface actions with meaningful user goals. Thus, tutorials

irequire
-%

the user to practice tasks that are foreign to the actual work to be performed, and as a

result, may be passive learning devices which do not allow the user to actively explore interface
methods. In fact, Carroll and Mack (1984) have noted that many inexperienced users strike out
on their own, learning by doing a computer-based task rather than using a potentially timeconsuming tutorial.

Testing these hypotheses, Carroll, et al. (1985) have studied offline tutorials and "guided
exploration" manuals that are task-oriented, procedurally incomplete, modular, and capable of
supporting error recognition and recovery. Users of the guided exploration manuals spent more
time learning

than users of the traditional tutorials.

However,

in transfer tasks users that

received the guided exploration manuals completed the tasks more efficiently and correctly than
tutorial users. Carroll, et al. argue that the success of this approach is related to reduced set of
instructional materials which focused the user on problem solving and exploration with the
13

word-processing interface. In addition, Carroll and his colleagues state that guided exploration
provided users with much more information on how to recover from task-related errors.

p
'

When compared to a guided exploration users, traditional tutorial users spent more time and

-effort

dealing with errors while learning.

Further support for a problem-solving orientation when training users has been provided
by Charney and Reder (1986).

These investigators found that users who solved task-oriented

problems when learning a spread-sheet interface did much better on new problems than users
provided step-by-step tutorial instructions.

However, similar to the Carroll, et al. (1985)

study, the tradeoff for this improved transfer performance was additional time for users to
solve the problems during training. As discussed previously, tutorials are limited in teaching
procedural skills since users may have difficulty applying the step-by-step procedures and
specific examples to realistic tasks. Yet, the alternative of supporting active learning also has a
cost in terms of additional training time.

One solution to this tradeoff may be to exploit active learning in the actual interface. Carroll
and Carrithers (1984), for example, have developed a training-wheels interface which allowed
new users to explore a word-processing interface while doing meaningful tasks. This modified
word processor supported initial user learning by blocking advanced features and allowing only
basic word-processing operations (i.e., creating, editing, and printing documents). The results
!of

this investigation found that more users of the training-wheels interface completed a letter
printing task and did so faster than users of a complete word processor. Carrol! and Carrithers
explained the success of the training wheels approach through users gaining feedback without
suffering the negative consequences of error states.

In addition, Carroll and Carrithers noted

that the training-wheels interface may be a more effective learning environment since the

.0

number of system functions was limited and allowed users to form and test hypotheses regarding
word-processing methods in a smaller domain.
14
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Extending and validating these results, Catrambone and Carroll (1987) have compared the
training-wheels

interface to a complete word processor both during learning and a transfer

task where users attempted to use additional word-processing features.
-'.4

As in the previous

investigation, the training wheels interface helped users complete their training faster than
users of a complete word processor. More significantly, the training wheels interface assisted
computer users in learning additional functions of the word processor faster than users of the
complete word processor.

_

Catrambone and Carroll (1987) ascribe this improvement in training and transfer to the
reduced complexity of the training wheels interface which allowed users to more fully
understand and apply the basic interface methods to the advanced procedures of the wordprocessing software. Specifically, many of the common menu skills learned by users in the
training wheels system may have transferred to the advanced functions. This result comes
closest to the goal of designing an aiding interface which allows users to complete current
computer-based tasks while also encouraging further skill development with the interface. The
",'

success of this progressive exposure to the user interface demands that theoretical models be
developed for identifying the common methods for staged interface training.

That is, the

designer needs systematic procedures to determine which methods can be used in learning more
•.

complex interface skills.

In a similar extension of the training wheels approach, Carroll and Kay (1985) have
implemented and evaluated several "scenario machines" where a new user of a word-processing
i

..

system is guided through a single method or scenario for creating and printing a document. The
goal of this research was to determine what combination of user prompting, feedback, and error
correction facilitated training and transfer in a word-processing task.

Overall, the results

from Carroll and Kay were in agreement with the training-wheels research (Carroll &
Carrithers, 1984).

Scenario machines which guided the user in using a single method for

15
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creating and printing a document reduced training time significantly when compared to a control
group with a complete word processor.

I

However, Carroll and Kay (1985) found that transfer performance for users of scenario
machines did not differ from those users with a complete word processor.

In fact, prompting

and feedback in some scenario machines was damaging to transfer performance. This suggests
that the training dialogue (i.e., additional prompts and feedback for user actions) could have
destroyed the coherence of the computing tasks. The training dialogue, whether it be staged
disclosure of the interface methods or explicit training prompts and cues, must be carefully
specified and evaluated to assure an effective aiding interface. Indeed, a challenge for computersupported interface training is to develop theoretical methods which will predict the usability
of these online aiding dialogues. With theoretical models, aiding dialogues which might interfere
with user performance could be identified quickly and other more promising aiding dialogues
targeted for further refinement.

As a final example of computer-supported interface training,
(984b;

Elkerton and Williges

1987) have investigated a variety of command-selection dialogues for improving the

strategies and performance of novice users in file-search environments.

With these aiding

dialogues, novices were presented command-selection advice that prompted novices to use more
*.."

"

powerful search commands typically selected by experienced users.

In the first experiment,

Elkerton and Williges (1984b)

demonstrated that novice

computer users could be trained to learn more sophisticated search commands when
automatically provided hints on the frequency of command use by more experienced users.
However, the price paid by users with this computer-initiated, command-selection advice was
an increase in time and effort to interpret and use this advice. Admittedly, advising novices by

Bpresenting

the frequently selected commands of more experienced users is an impoverished
16
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aiding dialogue that contains no procedural, command-sequence, or planning information for file
search (Elkerton & Williges, 1985).

However, the research demonstrates that novices could

use this limited command-selection feedback to facilitate skill development with search
strategies.

In an extension of this research,

Elkerton and Williges (1987) developed additional

command-sequence and plan-based models and explored alternative aiding dialogues (i.e., userinitiated, computer-initiated, and mixed-initiated - both user and computer initiated) in an
attempt to alleviate some of the intrusiveness of the command-selection advice. In other words,
the research goal was to diminish the apparent tradeoff between novice acquisition of more
powerful search skills and their current file-search performance.

Similar to the results of

Elkerton and Williges (1984b), command-selection aids improved the search performance and
-

--

strategies of slow novices when the command-selection models were not unduly complicated
(i.e., frequency models and plan-based models) and when the online aiding did not introduce a
highly interactive, mixed-initiative dialogue.

These command-selection experiments (Elkerton & Williges, 1984b; 1987)

1variety of methods for instructing

illustrate the

users on interface procedures ranging from simple hints on

frequently used commands to step-by-step plans of command-selection.

Unfortunately, the

procedures for constructing these command-selection models are based on collecting and
analyzing the command-selection performance of expert users.

Such an empirical strategy

requires substantial time and effort to build the command-selection models and is not practical
for a new user interface.
would be useful.
*

Thus, a systematic procedure to specify the command-selection model

In addition, similar to the implications drawn from the research on scenario

machines (Carroll & Kay, 1985),

the intrusiveness of the mixed-initiative dialogue

underscores the need for theoretical models to predict when online aiding will not lead to
improved performance at the user interface.
17
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Table 4 summarizes the research on computer-supported interface training. As illustrated
by this brief review, there is no lack of data.
.-.

Moreover, the results from the literature are

encouraging and suggest some basic principles for assisting users both with short-term
learning and long-term skill acquisition.

For example,

principles such as reduce the

complexity of the initial training interface, decrease the possibility for user errors, and
progressively expose the user to the interface methods are sound recommendations for
developing aiding dialogues based on well-known learning principles.

In fact, these

recommendations are based on age-old learning principles: providing positive reinforcement
-

(achieving task goals) rather than punishment (making errors at the user interface)

to

learning (Thorndike's truncated law of effect) and using part-whole training

%improve
O"N

paradigms.

Not surprisingly, there are many other learning principles (see Kyllonen &

Alluisi, 1987) which are applicable and should be used to lessen the required testing of users
during design of computer-supported interface training.

However, the principles need to be

placed within a usable framework so that the method-based content of instructional dialogues
can be developed along with theoretical usability predictions for the aiding dialogue.

Table 4
Summary of the Research on Computer-Supported Interface Training
1. Behavioral investigations are available that demonstrate that computer-supported interface
training can decrease the training time and also promote skill transfer.
2. These behavioral investigations have generated a set of principles based on theories of
human learning.
,,'

3. These principles, however, do not provide the designer with the appropriate methods to
determine what should be trained and do not provide a mechanism for predicting the
usability of an instructional dialogue.
4. Research on interface training is empirical in nature requiring the instructional interfaces
to be tested extensively with users.

18

i
A RESEARCH AND DESIGN FRAMEWORK FOR ONLINE AIDING

PGiven the limitations to the online aiding approaches a more formal and theoretical model
should be adopted for the detailed development of these dialogues. As outlined in Table 5, this
theoretical model should: (1) describe how the aiding dialogues should be implemented, (2)
determine when online aiding is necessary in a human-computer interface, and (3) be capable
of predicting the effectiveness of the aiding dialogues without a complete implementation of the
user interface.

With this theory-based approach, development of aiding interfaces should

proceed quickly from initial design to final implementation due to more formal analysis and less
trial and error testing of the aiding dialogues. In addition, developing this theory of online aiding
."N

should provide a more systematic method for evaluating aiding interfaces since it will be
possible to identify and separate the procedural knowledge presented by online aiding from the
dialogue used to deliver this assistance or instruction.

UTable 5
Requirements for a Theory of Online Aiding
0

The theory should be capable of providing the substantive content for the aiding
dialogues.

*

The theory should be capable of predicting when and where online aiding is necessary
through analysis of user interface tasks.
The theory should be capable of predicting any improvements in usability which will
result from the aiding dialogues.

---------------------------------------------------------------------A Theory-Based Task-Analytic Model for Online Aiding
Describing how aiding dialogues should be implemented requires a task analysis. Certainly,
recommending that a task analysis be conducted before developing training materials (Goldstein,
1987) or job aids (Swezey, 1987) is not a new idea and is a major part of Instructional
19
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Systems Development (see Meister, 1985).

However, using

a cognitive task analysis which

focuses on the procedural knowledge required to operate a computer interface in detailed
development of online aiding is a relatively new and powerful concept. In fact, a great deal of
research has been conducted in cognitive psychology focusing on this knowledge and has resulted

K

in a computer modeling approach in the form of production systems (see Anderson, 1983).
These rule-based systems have the capability to represent symbolically human procedural
knowledge to simulate and predict human performance.

Performing this type of cognitive task

analysis will allow the identification of detailed interface procedures which could be used as the
substantive content for the aiding dialogues and will also introduce a capability to predict human
performance with these aiding interfaces.

The task-analytic approach for defining the cognitive procedures that a user must perform
at the computer interface is best summarized by Card, Moran, and Newell (1983).

These

investigators developed a model for describing the user's interface knowledge in terms of Goals

0

(what the user must accomplish), Operators (the individual actions, such as pressing a key

.

or moving a mouse), Methods (step-by-step procedures for accomplishing goals), and
Selection Rules (heuristics for specifying which method to use in specific circumslances).
This GOMS model is gaining acceptance as a method for analyzing what the user must know to
operate the computer interface.

Moreover, the importance and power of this. approach for

online aiding is clear since GOMS is a top-down specification of the procedural knowledge that
could be used to specify online aiding during interface design.

That is, not only can GOMS

models be used to design a user interface, but the goals, operators, methods, and selection rules
also can be used to provide online assistance and instruction, if necessary.

In the following

sections examples of online aiding for each component of the GOMS model will be presented.

Using goals in online aiding. Identifying the goal structure of a task is a commonly
advised strategy for tutoring students in new problem-solving domains (Anderson, Boyle,
20
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Farrell, & Reiser, 1984) and for assisting computer users during sessions with a human
Consequently, goal-level aiding is particularly

consultant (Aaronson & Carroll, 1987).

appropriate for advising new users on what can be accomplished at a computer interface. For
example, as suggested by Elkerton (1987) the help system of word-processor could provide a
-

list of the goals so that a new user could quickly learn what can be accomplished with the

OR

interface (see Figure 1).

Indeed, providing this goal-level advice was one of the guiding

principles in the successful design of training wheels interfaces (Carroll & Carrithers, 1984;
Catrambone & Carroll, 1987) and minimal manuals (Carroll, et al., 1986).

With this word-processor you can:
Type a manuscript
Edit a manuscript
Print a manuscript
Delete a manuscript
Type the first letter to get more information on these tasks.

a.

Figure 1. Goal list provided in a help interface for a hypothetical word-processor (adapted
from Elkerton, 1987).

Goals as online advice describe to the user what can be done at the interface in a taskoriented language

(Carroll, et al., 1985).

Ideally, goal-level aiding should enable users to

transfer appropriate procedural knowledge from the task domain to learning how to use the
interface.

Users with this type of online advice should understand quickly the procedural

objects and actions of the interface. According to Charney and Reder (1986), this knowledge of
basic concepts and functionality of the interface is a critical component for initial skill
learning.

21
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As shown in Figure 1, an important feature of a goal tree for online aiding is that the
hierarchical structure can be used to describe additional procedural details by accessing

I

subgoals for each high-level goal. For example, subgoals such as find a string and move a line
could be presented below the higher-level goal of edit a manuscript. Thus, the interface
structure is easily conveyed to the user in terms of what the user can accomplish. Catrambone

Pand

Carroll (1987), for instance, state that one of the advantages of the training-wheels
interface was that users were made aware of the procedural structure of the interface.

This multi-level description is also convenient for providing users an adjustable
\

"~

level of

detail on interface procedures as recommended by Anderson, et al. (1984). Thus, experienced
users only may need to be reminded that a word-processor allows you to move text, while a less

,

experienced user may need additional information on the subgoals of moving text such as select,
cut, and paste text.
-the

U

In addition,

Carroll, et al. (1985) suggest that providing information on

goals and subgoals would be procedurally incomplete advice to be used actively by users.
With this information users could explore (Carroll, et al.), elaborate (Reder, Charney, &
Morgan, 1986), problem solve (Charney & Reder, 1986), or make inferences about interface
methods (Black, et al., 1987) to improve their understanding and performance in the

+

-..

Vuser

computer-based task.

Goals as online advice also provides a convenient mechanism for presenting feedback to the
on their interface actions and may be useful for error recovery.

The training wheels

interface of Carroll and Carrithers (1984) demonstrates this point. Since only a limited set of
interface goals was available, users were provided immediate feedback on the correctness of
their actions.
.relatively

-,

Moreover, if users committed an error, they were able to recover from the error

easily and subsequently were reminded through the menu which word-processing
goals were appropriate. That is, goals as online advice can serve to keep users focused on the

h
.q

task so that they do not become entangled with other interface details. This has been confirmed
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by McKendree and Carroll (1987) who found that error-blocking with goal feedback helped
users complete computer-based office tasks faster and also increased the number of users who
completed a transfer task.

Finally, using high-level goals as advice may provide modularity so that assistance and
instruction can be focused on relatively independent interface tasks (Carroll, et al., 1985).
Using goals provides a focus for the aiding dialogue so that assistance and instruction on specific
tasks can be separated from other interface knowledge.

In other words, formalizing the

procedural knowledge in a goal tree can form the basis for aiding techniques such as learning by
, ~parts
*the

and by successive approximations (Anderson, et al., 1984).

Thus, the decomposition of

procedural knowledge defines what should be presented in online aiding and also provides an
effective diagnostic tool for determining what the user is trying to accomplish at the interface.

Using operators in online aiding. Presenting operators as online advice is more or
less standard practice with online help and
,-

aiding include

..

tutorials.

Specific examples of operator-level

help systems which provide command lists (see Figure 2) and tutorials which

ask users to perform simple actions such as finding and pressing keys.

With this impoverished

type of online aiding, many online help systems (Dunsmore, 1980; Relies, 1979) and online
tutorials

(Carroll & Mazur, 1986; Czaja, et al., 1986) are difficult to use since operators are

only a small part of the procedural knowledge required to operate the interface. Moreover, as
illustrated by Figure 2 presenting all of this operator knowledge can be overwhelming to a
novice user making

it a difficult task to select the appropriate topic for online assistance.

Application of the GOMS model would suggest that additional knowledge must be provided such as
which object the operator acts on (e.g., open a file), what other actions follow or precede the

,

present operator, and where a specific operator is used in a computer-based task.

In short,

operator-level aiding probably should be augmented with knowledge about goals, methods, and

-

selection rules.
23
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Nevertheless,

operator-level aiding may be useful if the costs for current user

performance are understood.

Specifically, operator-level aiding frequently requires additional

time and effort for the user to process and apply this knowledge in their computer-based task.
Users actively processing this information can experience improvements in long-term
performance and understanding. An example of this tradeoff of current performance with future
task performance can be seen in the research conducted by Elkerton and Williges (1984b;
1987) on command-selection aids for novice users. In these studies, dramatic increases in task
times frequently were

observed when providing command-selection advice.

However,

after

receiving this command-selection advice novices enriched their command-selection strategies,
and consequently improved their long-term performance.

MTSCommandsMenu
Type the number or name of one of the MTS commands listed in the menu
b eIow to get information about that command.

1
6
11
16
21
26
31
36
41
46

ACCOUtNTING
CONTROL
DISPLAY
EXPLAIN
LIST
MAKE
NET
RERUN
SCOJF
SYSTEMSTATUS

2
7
12
17
22
27
32
37
42
47

ALTER
COP
DUMP
FLE ENU
LOAD
MESSAGESYSTE
PERMIT
RESTART
SIGNON
TRUNCATE

3
8
13
18
23
28
33
38
43
48

CALC
CREATE
DUPLICATE
FILESTATUS
LOC
MOIFY
RELEASE
RUN
SINK
U'LOCK

4
9
14
19
24
29
34
39
44
48

CANCEL
DEBUG
EDIT
HEP
LOCKSTATUS
MOUNT
RENAME
3E
SOURCE
UNLOAD

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45

COMMENT
DESTROY
EMPTY
IF
LO
$MTS
RE ER
SET
START

Press CRTL-E to leave HELP mode. CRTL-C for help on using the screen.
NumericPad 1/END to enter a topic name or number you have typed
or the key alone for the previous topic (MTS COMMANDS)
Topic selection:
e"

Figure 2. Example of operator-level help in the form of command lists in the Michigan
Terminal System - MTS (University of Michigan Computing Center, 1984).

In addition, operator-level aiding may be highly appropriate for more skilled users.

In

these aiding applications, users may have the requisite procedural knowledge to understand
24
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suggestions for detailed interface operations. An example of this operator-level aiding for more
skilled users is the "Did You Know" interface implemented by Owen (1986) to provide users
with information on novel command applications which were suggested by other users.

This

operator-level aiding for more experienced users, however, needs further research to
determine its potential usefulness.

A final use of interface operators in online aiding concerns the monitoring of user actions.
Operators such as keystrokes and mouse movements are typically the only behaviors which can
be monitored directly at the user interface. As an example, the last keystroke or command must
be monitored with context-sensitive help (Borenstein, 1985; Fenchel & Estrin, 1982).
However, it must be emphasized that monitoring only at the operator level may not be the most
effective strategy for online aiding.

Research support for this can be seen in the work of

Elkerton and Williges (1984b) who found that online advice could be presented at very
inappropriate times when monitoring novices on infrequently used commands.

In addition,

extending this operator monitoring strategy to second-order command transitions was equally
or even more disrupting to novices (Elkerton & Williges, 1987).

Thus, monitoring operators

will probably require accessing additional procedural knowledge in the form of goals, methods,
and selection rules.

Using methods in online aiding. Providing methods as online advice is one of the more
7obvious

techniques for aiding and was suggested by Aaronson and Carroll (1987) in the analysis
of dialogues between computer users and human consultants (i.e.,

providing alternative

solutions). The value of this online aiding is that the step-by-step procedures can be presented
to the user to solve specific interface problems. Until recently method-level advice has not been
incorporated into many aiding interfaces.
VAXstation II (Digital,

However, new user interfaces such as the Digital

1986) and the Xerox ViewPoint workstation (Xerox, 1986) are

25

beginning to include method-level help for such activities as window management. An example
of this method-level help has been presented by Elkerton (1987) and is shown in Figure 3.

To move a window:
1. Place the arrow inside the window you want to move.
2. Hold the LEFT mouse button and move the mouse to re-position the
window.
3. Release the mouse button.
Figure 3.

-.

E

Help method for moving a window in a hypothetical computer workstation (adapted
from Elkerton, 1987).

Based on the reviewed research, methods appear to be well suited for helping the user with
their current computer-based task (online assistance), but may be limited in helping users
acquire skills for improved long-term performance at the user interface (online instruction).
For example, both Carroll and Kay (1985) and Charney and Reder (1986) have found that
training time is substantially reduced when users are provided a single step-by-step method.
However, in both of these investigations advanced performance in a transfer task was not
improved significantly as a result of a receiving a single interface method.

In addition,

Elkerton and Williges (1987) have found that novices prefer step-by-step procedures while
learning a file-search task, but did not improve their transfer performance beyond other
*

novices receiving less complete command-selection advice (frequency and sequence of filesearch commands).

The capability for method-level advice to improve current interface
important characteristic and should be explored further.

performance is an

For example, McKendree and Carroll

(1987) found step-level feedback (what users should do next) after blocking errors with
computer-based office tasks similar in effectiveness to goal-level feedback (what users are
26
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trying to accomplish).

As pointed out by Elkerton and Williges (1987), method-level advice

may be useful in reducing the users' cognitive load while learning a new task.

However, this

benefit must be weighed against the problem of "spoon-feeding" users rote procedures which
may not lead to additional acquisition of interface skills (McKendree & Carroll).

The problem with method-level knowledge for skill acquisition may be that a method is too
specific for users to apply beyond the current problem-solving context. Further research must
be conducted to determine how methods could be generalized so that learners can use this
procedural knowledge to solve their current problem, while also acquiring skills which will
help them in future tasks.

In fact, current research by Lewis, Casner, Schoenberg, and Blake

(1987) has introduced the concept of learning fr3m a procedural demonstration. The thesis of
this research is that users are capable of learning interface methods from simple
demonstrations of command use and often do not need explicit procedures or multiple examples
for acquiring interface skills.

The heuristics for identifying

interface methods that can be

effectively demonstrated are just being developed (i.e., mapping rules between user actions and
system responses). However, the use of procedural demonstrations may be a powerful learning
technique if principles can be validated for choosing the methods to be demonstrated.

Similar to goal-level advice, the grain-size of the method presented to the user is critical to
the ultimate success of online aiding (Anderson, et al., 1984) and should be investigated within
the hierarchical GOMS model. In addition, alternative mechanisms for conveying this methodbased knowledge to users should be investigated. In particular, graphical flow diagrams (Bauer
& Eddy, 1986; Sebrechts, et al., 1983) seem appropriate since method-based knowledge
consists of a series of procedural steps and decisions. With a graphical presentation, users may
be better able to remember method-based knowledge.

27

Interface methods also may be useful from the monitoring perspective in online aiding.
Ideally, a user's methods could be tracked and alternate methods suggested when appropriate.
An example of this method-based monitoring has been developed by Finin (1982) as an online
help system called WIZARD.

In brief, WIZARD attempted to diagnose inefficient user plans for

executing commands in an operating system. For instance, if the user was deleting old versions
of a file repeatedly with "delete, WIZARD would detect this activity and suggest an alternative
and more efficient interface method such as purging old files in a single step.
Obviously,

.211
'.

-

monitoring and inferring appropriate interface methods is a complicated activity which
requires further research.

In fact, novel solutions such as asking the user what they are

attempting to do from a reduced set of inferred methods may reduce sorle of the reasoning that

.

may be needed in an online aiding system.

Using selection rules in online aiding. Unlike the previous components of the GOMS
model, selection rules are seen rarely in online aiding, but may be necessary when there are
, Imultiple

interface methods and when the user is unaware of the reasons for using a specific
method. As an example of a situation in which selection rules might be helpful, consider the
word-processing task where users have to search a file for text to be modified. In these search
tasks, Elkerton and Williges (1984a) have found large differences in strategies of novice and

.-

'

experienced users indicating that these two groups of users may have different rules for
choosing commands. Novices scrolled and paged through a file, while more experienced users
also selected string search procedures.

Consequently, novices may have been unaware of the

appropriate selection rule for using the string search procedures. A selection rule which Card,

Ld

al. (1983) have formulated for file search states that scrolling methods should be used when

.the

estimated distance to the text is relatively small (e.g., less than 4 lines) and string search

~et

methods should be used when the distance to the text is relatively large (e.g., 4 lines or
,,

-.

greater).

Novices may benefit by having a selection rule like this presented to them.

28
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Indeed,

Charney and Reder (1986) have stated that an important component in skill acquisition is
learning the context in which a procedure is applied.

Interestingly,

an alternative approach to providing the selection rules as advice is to

present appropriate problem-solving examples for user skill acquisition.

Elkerton and

Williges (1984b; 1987), for example, aided novices in the acquisition of command-selection
strategies without explicitly providing selection rules, but by prompting novices to use an
appropriate command in a representative search task.

Novices

improved their search

strategies with this advice. However, as mentioned previously, the cost of this approach was a
decrease in performance during the online aiding.

.
%

Reder and Charney (1986) argue similarly

that the success of their problem-solving approach when training novices on spread-sheet

*".

commands may have been due to users learning when to apply the commands.

Therefore, the question which remains based on this theoretical treatment is whether
explicitly presented selection rules are superior to presenting appropriate task examples so
that the user can infer and develop their own selection rules. The challenge, perhaps, is to
develop an effective means for communicating the relevant features of selection rules. Possible
presentation techniques include the previously mentioned flow diagrams where selection rules

.

could be presented in a diagram illustrating the interface method graphically. Similarly, other
display techniques such as decision tables (Gettys, 1986) should be considered for these "ifthen" selection rules.

11

Using GOMS models in online aiding. The thesis of this section has been

.Summary:

*I

that components of the GOMS model could serve as the substantive content of aiding dialogues,
while also providing a theoretical basis for evaluating these dialogues. To summarize, Table 6
i "presents

a set of suggested principles for the design of online aiding interfaces based on what is

known about each component of the GOMS model. For the most part, these principles are only
29

i
working hypotheses that require further experimental validation.

Consequently, the designer

must interpret these suggestions with care, while also monitoring the new empirical research
in this rapidly evolving area.

As illustrated in Table 6, there are numerous design suggestions which emerge by looking at

,,

each individual component of the GOMS model. However, online aiding would probably be best
served if these model components and dialogues were combined into a single aiding interface.
Goals, operators, methods, and selection rules all should be incorporated into an aiding interface

,

either in presenting this procedural knowledge to users or in using this knowledge to monitor
and diagnose problems that a user may have in operating the interface. Taken together, these
GOMS models may be similar to the plan-based models proposed by Riley and O'Malley (1984)
and Hayes and Williges (1986) for understanding human-computer interaction.

Predicting Usability for Online Aiding
The GOMS task-analytic approach for specifying the procedural details of aiding dialogues also
can provide two necessary ingredients for effective online aiding interfaces shown in Table 5.
First, given a GOMS specification, detailed quantitative models, such as Keystroke models (Card,
et al., 1983) and production rule systems (Kieras & Poison, 1985) can be used to predict
usability problems with the interface which could be remedied with an online aid. Second, with
the GOMS model providing the substantive detail, aiding dialogues could be specified and the
interface re-analyzed to determine the impact of online aiding.

Predicting usability problems for online aiding. The most well developed aiding
V.

dialogue will be useless if it is provided when the user does not require assistance or
instruction.

Fortunately, identifying usability problems which may be addressed with online

aiding follows directly from a theory-based, task analysis of the user interface. Specifically,

V"

a.
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Table 6
Suggested Design Principles for Providing Online Advice Based on the GOMS Model

Use goals In online aiding to:
1.
2.
3.

~

4.

%

5.

Use

Describe what can be done in task-oriented terms (interface actions and
objects) for improved initial skill learning.
Provide an adjustable level of detail on interface procedures for accommodating
the information needs of a wide range of users.
Provide procedurally incomplete advice so that users can actively learn for
improved long-term performance and understanding with the interface.
Provide feedback to users which may help in reminding them of appropriate
procedures to use particularly when recovering from errors.
Develop modular assistance and instructional dialogues that can be used to
describe similar and dissimilar procedural elements of the interface.
operators In online aiding to:

1. Describe simple actions, such as pressing specific keys or finding specific objects on
the display, that are common to many interface procedures to assist the user in
current task performance.
2. Provide detailed knowledge of interface procedures that inexperienced users can
actively learn and that more skilled users can combine with other procedural
knowledge to improve long-term performance and understanding of the interface.
3. Monitor user actions to provide context sensitive help or to actively diagnose user
problems.
Use methods In online aiding to:
1. Present step-by-step interface procedures to assist the user with specific problems.
2. Improve user understanding and acceptance of online advice.
3. Decrease the cognitive load of users who are learning a new interface task by
providing an explicit procedure for users to follow.
4. Provide procedural demonstrations of interface procedures so that users can quickly
learn simple operations.
5. Map sequences of user's actions to a reduced set of interface goals to help provide
context-sensitive advice to users.

S".

'

Use selection rule* In online aiding to:
1. Help users select between multiple interface methods.
2. Provide users with an understanding of representative tasks
knowledge of when to apply specific interface skills.

,A , o

a. %

U
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to increase their

ri
predictions of extreme performance times, learning times, and user memory loads can be

P

described through detailed GOMS models.

Performance times can be estimated with fair accuracy by using the Card, et al. (1983)
Keystroke model. With this model, total time to execute a task can be predicted simply as the
sum of individual operator times and requires that the interface method be specified at the level
of operators (e.g., keystrokes, mouse movements, and glances to and from the display). As a
result, if there are alternative interface methods, then the user could be monitored and
prompted to use more time efficient methods in specific circumstances.

To use the example

provided by Finin (1982), if the user's goal was inferred to be "delete the old versions of a
file" and the user was repeatedly employing the delete command, then the aiding interface could
suggest the purge command since repeated use of delete will yield extreme performance times.

Learning times also can be predicted based on a detailed GOMS analysis formulated as a

S

production rule system (Kieras & Poison, 1985). Using production system models, Poison and
Kieras (1985) have found that the number of production rules (i.e., if-then rules) can
quantify the amount of procedural knowledge required to learn an interface. These investigators

Ufound

that a simple count of the number of rules associated with methods and selection rules can

predict learning time.

Moreover, Poison, Bovair, and Kieras (1987) have found that transfer

of training can be predicted by determining the number of new rules to be learned (as opposed to
identical rules and rules that can be generalized). Thus, ease of learning can be predicted for a
-"

specific interface based on the number of new rules to be learned in a task. If this predicted time
is extreme, appropriate training procedures could be implemented to simplify the learning
environment (e.g., training wheels interfaces and progressive part training) with similar and
dissimilar rules dictating the presentation of interface methods.

For example, if a text editor is

difficult to learn, a production rule analysis may suggest initial training of procedures for
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selecting text since these interface methods are required for many other commands (e.g., copy,
delete, etc.).

Finally, the theory-based GOMS model also permits analysis of other cognitive factors such
as working memory loads (Kieras & Poison, 1985) which may be an important factor in
and using a computer interface.

Ilearning

Specifically, the memory loads experienced by the

user can be estimated by counting the goals and subgoals activated during a cognitive simulation
with a production system model.

From this analysis, predictions of user errors could be

generated with the expectation that periods of high memory loads would result in more errors
than periods of low memory loads. High working memory loads also may decrease learning and
performance times since the user will have to share their limited capacity working memory
when learning interface methods (Kieras & Bovair, 1986).

Therefore, if these periods of high

.'

working memory loads can be predicted, then additional prompts and cues could be provided by
the aiding interface to support error-free and time efficient user performance.

Predicting Improvements

in usability with online aiding.

Once

usability

problems are identified and initial solutions for aiding the user specified, then the GOMS and the

Pdetailed

usability prediction models can be used to determine any performance improvements

with online aiding (i.e., decreased performance times, learning times, or mental workload).
For this to be possible, the aiding dialogues must be specified in enough detail to determine the
goals, operators, methods, and selection rules for the user interacting with the aiding interface.
*

However, the approach is feasible if a top-down design strategy is followed using the GOMS
model as a method for specifying the aiding dialogues.

The importance of this prediction capability is clear when considering that this review
uncovered several aiding dialogues which increased task performance times.

Ultimately, this

predictive capability could be used as an early indicator of problems with aiding interfaces and
%33
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potentially could be used to screen inferior aiding dialogues. Indeed, the intrusiveness of many
aiding dialogues may be the result of aiding methods which are inconsistent with the rest of the
user interface.
.,..

tutorials.

Thus, users might have to interact much differently with the online help and

Specifying the online aiding dialogue and predicting its usability will allow a much

more powerful research and design strategy for online aiding. As with other user interfaces,
the impact of the aiding interface should be assessed before it is implemented.
CONCLUSIONS
This report has reviewed the literature on aiding interfaces which
instruct users on a computer-based task.

4"

attempt to assist and

The review revealed that many of the efforts to

construct interfaces to aid the user have met with mixed success. Many aiding dialogues can
only assist the user on the current computer-based task, while other instructional dialogues

4l
-.
4

4-

-

can only help users acquire knowledge for improved long-term performance.

In fact, many

aiding interfaces do not improve performance and even when performance enhancements are

19

observed, the characteristics of online aiding which contributed to the improvement often
cannot be isolated.

®

To remedy these problems, a task-analytic approach for research and development of aiding
interfaces was described based on the existing GOMS model of human-computer interaction
(Card, et al., 1983). This theory-based approach seeks to develop a principled method for the
development of online aiding where each

component of the GOMS model (goals, operators,

methods, and selection rules) provides the framework for the aiding dialogue. In addition, the
- .r

task-analytic approach permits a quantitative assessment of user interface problems which can

o*

be solved with online aiding and also provides a method for predicting any improvements in
usability as a result of the aiding dialogues.
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all formal theoretical models, this approach has limitations which require further

,Like

research. For example, the GOMS and Keystroke models of Card, et al. (1983) were developed
based on skilled and error-free performance. How can these models be applied to aiding users
who are generally unskilled and frequently commit errors?
'"

Similarly, the GOMS approach

does not explicitly address the individual differences of users which may play a role in the
success of an aiding interface.

The response to these challenges is that these task-analytic

procedures approximate user behavior and reveal the interface methods which play a large role
in interface usability. Therefore, task-analytic approaches offer few solutions for addressing
the individual differences of users. User errors, however, may be handled in a cognitive task
analysis by looking at the cognitive processes and interface methods which may lead to errors
-

(e.g., high working memory loads) or by analyzing the error recovery methods of users.

Clearly, theory-based, task-analytic models are a rigorous engineering approach for
solving some of the usability problems associated with online aiding interfaces and user
.

interface in general.

Cognitive task analyses provide methods to construct aiding interfaces

through GOMS models and a way to evaluate the success of the aiding dialogues with usability
predictions.

Therefore, this approach may be a useful supplement to state-of-the-art iterative

design methods which require extensive user testing for the development of aiding interfaces. In
fact, this theory-based approach should make it possible to develop systematically aiding
capable of helping computer users on their current task, while also encouraging

:~interfaces
,

their continued acquisition of interface skills.
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